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ABSTRACT 

The reason for the present research was to depict and look at the identity attributes male female in 
volleyball player (amiability, Extraversion, Dominance, Self-idea, Conventionality, Mental Toughness, 
Emotional Stability,) of focused volleyball game in male and female games. The technique for the 
examination is graphic investigations, add up to fifty (Each 25) tests speaking to both in male and female 
were chosen and To gather the information the institutionalized scale concocted by Dr Ajith Sing has 
regulated regarding the matter who are taking an interest in all India interuniversity competition, later't' test 
was connected to evaluate the critical contrast in self-idea factor of identity qualities between volleyball 
sportsperson of male and female, the end was drawn that male sportsperson have had the high self-idea 
identity characteristics contrasting with their partner, it was defended that nature of male support creates 
and develops the self-idea esteems and character among the members volleyball player.  
 
KEYWORDS: Personality Traits among Male and Female on Volleyball player. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Identity including measurements of Sport brain research has risen as a field with an identity 
including measurements of neuroticism, look into convention that gives an establishment to coordinate 
extraversion, transparency, suitability and application with volleyball. As the pretended by scruples, two that 
have bolstered both mental factors in the execution and over well-hypothetical and experimental by a 
substantial number of examines being of male has turned out to be better comprehended, in the most 
recent decades . Various investigations have intercession have been intended to positively influence 
analyzed the relations between five factor demonstrate male conduct all through their inclusion in game 
measurements and game exercises; these examinations recommend and past. Game brain research analysts 
have been that there is a positive relationship between's game intrigued by how male' mental an exercises, 
extraversion and scruples and furthermore a qualities impact execution. Starting here, it negative 
relationship between's game exercises and clear that mental attributes contrast between neuroticism. 
Likewise the consequences of concentrates associated with increasingly and less viable male and female. 
Also, the Three-dimensional model of identity have demonstrated capacity to rationally get ready is viewed 
as a key segment connection between's game exercises with at least one of such contrasts. The ideal 
dimension of abilities in measurements of low neuroticism, high extraversion and low title relies upon three 
variables; physical, aptitude psychotics. It appears that champion's changed ladies are extraversion and 
there is a critical connection execution relies upon mental readiness, impact of between game capacities and 
extraversion rate. It is evident brain science and identity of sportsmen. So it needs to higher capacities have 
related with self idea and lower look at the connection between mental factors capacities with reflection. A 
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few discoveries have discovered (identity attributes) in various sex. This issue would help diverse outcomes 
for this situation.  
Problem: A Comparative Study of Personality Traits among Male and Female of Volleyball Player.  
Hypotheses: It was guessed there is a noteworthy distinction in self idea among male and male volleyball 
players 
 
OBJECTIVE:'  
1.  To evaluate the critical contrasts of identity qualities among male and female players  
 
MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES:  

The present research is clear near which looks at the identity attributes of volleyball player male and 
female sportsperson.  

 
MEMBERS:  

The members of the present research are having a place the male and female volleyball player those 
are partaking in the entomb college competitions. The example was chosen utilizing purposive arbitrary 
procedure, twenty five subjects of each gathering as male and female sportsperson were chosen from 
volleyball player male and female were assessed and thought about utilizing seven factor identity qualities 
inventories . 

 
ESTIMATION TOOLS:  

To gather the essential information, the standard zed poll built by Dr Ajith Sing has managed on the 
volleyball sportsperson of male and female, who are taking part in all India interuniversity competition held 
at various piece of the nation.  

Information examination: First illustrative measurements including means and standard deviation 
and 't' test utilized for depicting the identity attributes of male and female volleyball sportsperson.  

The seven essential identity measurement distinguished by Dr Ajithsingh are depicted as being 
practically free and mentally significant components of a man's identity. The essential identity factors that 
are self-idea as taken to get ready research article, consequently, self-idea has broke down and depicted as 
pursues.  

 
Discourse of the Tables:  

The theory that the male games individual will have a superior self idea capacity than the female 
sportsperson is confined on the justification that the idea of diversion and cooperation is accepted to be a 
prime maker of identity characteristics of male, which likewise incorporates the social change. Since 
typically, the male sportsperson would normally have advantage over her partner as the she or he has a 
good time communication, gets more self experience , gets the more rich presentation she gains, would all 
impact and advance more prominent measure of qualities that fit her in an exceptionally steady mindset in 
which she could without much of a stretch change self himself to the distinctive events and rich experience 
of self and matches would decides identity attributes and mental components contrasting with male 
volleyball sportsperson. 
 
CONCLUSION: 

The male volleyball sportsperson cooperation in games exercises creates amicable identity attributes 
among the members, the examination additionally demonstrated and communicated the idea of states of 
mind and strong components towards advanced education and life these would brings about creating 
favorable circumstances to develop the self idea esteems and constructive identity qualities in the 
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sportsperson, contrasting with their partner the female sportsperson self idea is low dimension of self-idea 
among the female. 
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